BROCHURE

NEXON
ABSOLUTE
Nexon Absolute by Nexon Asia Pacific is the most flexible way
of implementing and experiencing the full suite of Microsoft
Unified Communications, whether it’s Skype for Business or
Microsoft Teams.

Leveraging the Microsoft cloud, Nexon Absolute is a suite of complementary managed services,
that delivers businesses a complete communication, collaboration, and mobile environment.
POWERING THE MODERN WORKPLACE
Today’s modern workplace is changing. Businesses need to be more lean and agile when
it comes to communication, content and bringing people together. With new and emerging
business models and a multi-generational workforce, employees drive the shift in how and when
work gets done.
Designed to meet the unique workstyle of every employee, Nexon Absolute provides
organisations with the option of replacing the standard telephony system. Today your business
can integrate all communication capabilities into a single, easy-to-use platform, including voice,
video, audio, voice mail, instant messaging, SMS, web-conferencing and document sharing.
Provide employees with a complete range of productivity tools, enabling:
Enriched communication – with all communication methods integrated in once

place. Nexon Absolute breaks down the barriers across voice, email, conferencing,
video and instant messaging and gives you an easy way to reach people and the
information they need.
Flexibility – ability to work from anywhere at any time with access to all tools

through a seamless interface.
Improved and streamlined workflows – with the ability to integrate every day

office applications into existing business process, organisations can improve workflow
management from the way employees communication to how things get done. By
leveraging Microsoft Teams, Nexon Absolute allows businesses to track the evolution
of projects from discussion, document sharing and control, all within the one platform.

NEXON ABSOLUTE
Nexon Absolute is the ideal solution for businesses who need their collaboration systems to
work as promised. Nexon’s depth of experience and expertise - designing, implementing and
supporting a range of PBX, UC and Contact Centre solutions, means businesses can rest assure
that a reliable and scalable collaboration and voice platform is delivered now and into the future.

NEXON ABSOLUTE
PROVIDES:
• Simple migration to Office 365 with
a proven Microsoft Cloud Partner
• Multimedia Cloud Contact Centre
with seamless integration into
Microsoft UC
• Universal video collaboration across
all video conferencing technologies
leveraging Microsoft UC for
meetings
• An MPLS network for guaranteed
voice and video quality
• Office 365 users with cloud PBX –
filling the voice gap
• A per-user per-month basis so
businesses only pay for what they
use
• Flexibility – design a solution based
on your business requirements

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
ABSOLUTE VIDEO

ABSOLUTE BUSINESS

With Absolute Video, the Microsoft UC meeting workflow supports any standard-based video conferencing
device, enabling effortless collaboration between
geographically dispersed teams, stakeholders, partners
and suppliers. Built with Polycom RealPresence Clariti,
Nexon Absolute Video can deliver:

Absolute Business enables organisations
to leverage the benefits of Microsoft
Office 365.

• Universal video conferencing
• High-definition (HD) video
• Bi-directional content sharing

• Simple migration to Office 365
• Email integration
• Leverage collaboration tools such as
Exchange Online, SharePoint Online,
Skype for Business and Microsoft
Teams

ABSOLUTE CONTACT CENTRE

ABSOLUTE PRODUCTIVITY

Powered by Enghouse Interactive, Absolute Contact
Centre is a scalable cloud-based contact centre
solution perfect for customers who have a need for a
richly featured, Multimedia contact centre platform.

Absolute Productivity is a cloud-based unified communications
solution that allows businesses to experience the full potential
of Microsoft UC on any device, anywhere, with Office 365
integration to replace existing phone systems.

• Provides customers new ways of interacting via
email, webchat, social media
• Reduces overheads
• Offers flexibility based on the number of agents

• Hassle free solution, with no on premise hardware
requirements.
• Reduce complexity with truly unified communications.
• Increase productivity through better collaboration

KEY BENEFITS
ENJOY THE CLOUD
& THE SILVER LINING

FILLING THE
VOICE GAP

PAY AS YOU GO.
PAY AS YOU GROW.

Nexon Absolute is a managed service,
leveraging Microsoft Office 365 to
deliver businesses with a hosted voice
and collaboration solution.

For Microsoft Office 365 users, Nexon
Absolute extend its functionality to include
enterprise voice features while leveraging
Microsoft Exchange for voice mail. Nexon’s
AnySIP will allow businesses to keep their
existing phone numbers and add new ones.

Nexon Absolute is a hosted access solution
delivered as a service, on a pay-per-seat-permonth basis, giving businesses the flexibility to
scale up and down based on their changing
needs.

ENTERPRISE AUDIO
& VIDEO EXPERIENCE

ZERO
TOUCH

LOW COST,
MANY ADVANTAGES

To ensure the highest level of voice and video
quality, Nexon Absolute is delivered over
Nexon’s private environment rather than the
open “public” Internet. Using our own private
network allows Nexon to provide users with an
enterprise-quality network service guarantee for
all voice, video and file-sharing sessions.

Nexon Absolute is a completely hassle-free
solution. Our dedicated team not only ensure
an easy, free-of-cost transition from businesses’
old PBX to a completely hosted environment,
it also provides full maintenance and training
for new communications solution.

By using Nexon Absolute, businesses can
significantly reduce the ongoing total cost
of ownership (TCO) for its I.T. infrastructure.
In addition, businesses can gain access to
Nexon’s discounted network carrier pans,
including the option to upgrade to an “all calls
inclusive” monthly cap plan, with zero capital
outlay from users.

ABOUT NEXON
Established in 2000, Nexon Asia Pacific (Nexon) is a cloud and managed service provider helping clients run more efficiently, create better user
experiences and explore bigger opportunities. We’re a trusted technology partner for mid-market businesses, government agencies and not-for-profit
organisations throughout Australia and the Asia-Pacific region. Nexon supports businesses on their digital transformation, from network to SIP, to
business solutions and everything else in between, allowing clients the ability to work seamless across any cloud, anytime and any device.

To find out how Nexon Absolute can transform the way you connect, interact and collaborate,
call us at 1300 800 000, email us at enquiries@nexon.com.au or visit nexon.com.au

